
Minutes of the  SMLHG Committee Meeting held at Whitstone Hill, Thursday 26th July 

2017 

This meeting was brought forward from 31st July. There was no agenda as the purpose of 

the meeting was to plan for Shepton Show. 

Present:  Alan Stone, Chris Norman, Sue Feltham, Pam Preece and Eleanor Norman. 

Apologies from Jane Burgess 

Minutes of the previous meeting (3rd April) agreed 

£837.38 in current account, £1528.36 in reserve account and membership stands at 50. The 

bus trip made a small profit despite taxis needed to get people from the All Cannings 

barrow to Devizes owing to a valve breaking away from the inner-tube in one of the bus’s 

back wheels. 

Alan has arranged for electricity to be in the Heritage Tent for our use. Chris to take in the 

monitor, laptop, tables etc and the gazebo.  

For the gazebo Alan will provide prints of pictures in the Civil War book. Civil War books will 

be sold but other books may well be sold by Colin Ryall at a dedicated book table. The 

laptop will show various slide shows of Shepton which will be endless loops until someone 

presses “Esc” on the laptop and selects another folder and presses “Slide Show”. 

Tony Nott has been invited by Chris to do a Book Signing. 

Volunteers to date are:  Jane Burgess 

    Pam and Cedric Preece 

Mike and Pat Billing 

    Christine and Derek Marshman 

    The roster will be organised by Eleanor 

 

AOB Chris has slow internet and problems with a lot of emails. The July Newsletter was 

sent out Bcc. Chris received it and did not realise that nobody received it. The members and 

friends spreadsheet with peoples email addresses will be sent to Jane and then she can 

send out the Newsletters. 



The next meeting of the Committee will be before the AGM, but no date decided 


